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Popular science summary 

Brains of vertebrates vary greatly in size. Studies have shown that increased brain size can confer 

positive cognitive benefits, but is contrained by how energetically costly brain tissue is. Scientists are 

trying to understand why it was beneficial for some species to evolve large brains while for others it 

was not. given the knowledge of how energetically costly brain tissue is. Two general hypotheses exist 

for explaining this – that the evolution of the brain is either driven by ecological or social pressures. 

Extensive research have found that purely ecological explanatory factors, such as diet and habitat, 

does not explain the entire observed pattern in variation. The more recent hypothesis of social pressure 

as a major force has gained much attention in terms of research effort. Stating that animals living in 

social systems may face challenges associated with competition and cooperation, the “social brain” 

hypothesis (SBH) suggests species in complex social structures may have evolved larger brains to deal 

with these challenges. Here, we develop a novel approach to investigate the role of brain size in social 

learning by presenting female guppies (Poecilia reticulata) with a difficult task where information 

from other individuals is available during learning of an association task. This task involves learning 

the discrimination of two colours and the association one colour with reward and the other colour with 

no reward. Firstly, I show social learning in the guppy can effectively be studied in a task of this 

design. Secondly, we demonstrate that brain size may indeed determine how social information is 

used, where females with large brains used social information to a larger extent than small-brained 

individuals. This provides within-species support for some aspects of the SBH and encourages further 

investigation.  

Social and ethical aspects 

Handling and behavioural experiments with the animals were performed with permission from and in 

accordance with the ethical regulations of Stockholm University approved by Stockholm Ethical 

Board (Dnr: N173/13, 223/15 and N8/17). The species used is not endangered and we aim to 

provide as natural living conditions as possible with regards to water conditions, food and enrichment 

in holding tanks.  We always determine humane and experimental endpoints prior to experiment 

initiation and all experimenters are required to take a course on the use of animals in experiments as 

well as Swedish legislation and ethical regulations regarding the use of laboratory animals. 

Futhermore, this species is relevant for the study of vertebrate brain evolution due to the remarkably 

similar structural organisation of the brain between fish and other vertebrates. Ultimately, it might be 

possible to understand why species such as humans have evolved such large brains relative to body 

size.  
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Abstract 
 

When exploring causes of the variation in relative brain size among vertebrates, one debated 

explanation is the social brain hypothesis (SBH). Stating that a driving force of increased brain size in 

some species may be the challenges associated with social living, the hypothesis provides a basis for 

examining the role of cognitive ability in social learning. However, recent comparative data provide 

little support for the social brain hypothesis and it has rarely been studied experimentally. Social 

learning, the ability to learn from other individuals in the population, is a common phenomenon in 

social animals. One interesting aspect of the SBH is thus the potential association between brain size 

and social learning. Here we examine social learning in the context of brain size evolution by 

developing an assay where female guppies (Poecilia reticulata), presented with a colour 

discrimination task, have the possibility of using social information to more effectively learn the task. 

In a first experiment, I show that wild type guppies attain social information for food choice decisions 

in a colour discrimination design, and that individuals receiving correct social information learned 

significantly better than individuals receiving incorrect information. In a second experiment, where I 

investigated the effect of brain size on social learning, I found that guppies artificially selected for 

large brains used social information to a larger extent than relatively small-brained guppies. My results 

show that social learning can be effectively studied in the guppy with the developed methodology and 

that brain size indeed can affect the ability to use social information as stated by the social brain 

hypothesis. 
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1. Introduction 

Brain size is a highly variable physiological trait among vertebrates (Striedter, 2005). Even though 

body size is the most commonly used predictor of brain size, species such as humans and dusky 

dolphins have larger brains than expected and other species have smaller brains than expected from 

this prediction (Roth & Dicke, 2005). Selection for increased cognitive ability has been suggested to 

drive evolution of larger brains balanced by evolutionary and energetic constraints suggested to cause 

limitations of absolute and relative brain size (Sol, 2009; Kotrschal et al., 2013). As defined by 

Shettleworth (2010), cognition refers to the mental processes by which animals attain, process, store 

and use information from the environment and includes concepts such as perception, learning, 

memory and reasoning. Since different local environments produce different challenges, this will 

result in local adaptive requirements and therefore different selective pressures acting on organisms in 

different environments (Darwin, 1859). A heritable and costly trait such as brain size (Aiello & 

Wheeler, 1995, Isler & van Schaik, 2009; Kotrschal et al., 2013) is therefore expected to show both 

intra- and interspecific variation, although more specifically which aspects of cognition that are 

affected by brain size is less known.  

 

Numerous comparative studies have linked inter-specific variation in brain size to behaviours 

considered cognitively demanding (Garamszegi & Eens, 2004; Reader & Laland, 2002; among 

others). More recent experiments have further confirmed this connection, where carnivore species with 

relatively large brains performed better in a novel puzzle box problem compared to species with 

relatively smaller brains (Benson-Amram et al., 2016) and large-brained female guppies performed 

better than small-brained female guppies in a reversal learning test (Buechel et al., 2018a), numerical 

learning (Kotrschal et al., 2013), assessing male attractiveness for mate choice (Corral-Lopez et al., 

2017), and predator aversion (Kotrschal et al., 2015a; van der Bijl et al., 2015).  

 

In cognition, the concept of learning is defined in a broad sense as an individual’s ability to adjust 

behaviour to the local environment after experience (Shettleworth 2010). A variant of this is social 

learning, the process of acquiring new information or learning novel behaviours from observation or 

interaction with other individuals (Brown & Laland, 2003). The ability to learn from others may 

increase survival and reproductive success, think for example of the risk of ingesting inappropriate 

food items for a young inexperienced individual otherwise required to trial and error every available 

food (Galef & Laland, 2005). Social learning is also considered less time consuming (Brown & 

Laland, 2003) compared to individual learning and especially beneficial when adapting to new 

environments or circumstances (Swaney et al., 2001).  

 

Although social learning was previously believed to be limited to taxa with large absolute brain 

volume (such as whales, dogs and primates), studies from the last five decades confirm this ability 

among vertebrates of varying size (Brown & Laland, 2003). In fact, small fish, like guppies (Poecilia 

reticulata), have been shown to utilize this in several contexts such as predator evasion (Kelley et al., 

2003), mate choice (Dugatkin, 1992; White et al., 2017) and learning routes to food sources (Laland & 

Williams, 1997). Even though this species is omnivorous and an opportunistic forager (Houde, 1997), 

food choice has been shown to be influenced by for instance predation pressure (Bassar et al., 2010), 

innate preference and canopy cover (Grether et al., 1999). Since wild guppies often move between 

streams and therefore associate with different local populations and environments, the ability to learn 

food choice from others would be beneficial. 
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When investigating the evolution of the brain and brain size, one interesting hypothesis trying to 

explain the variation of brain size among vertebrates is the social brain hypothesis (SBH). 

Interestingly, it states that social living may be more cognitively demanding than solitary living due to 

factors such as group dynamics and conspecific recognition. This would provide a selective pressure 

on higher cognitive ability in species with high social complexity (Dunbar & Schultz, 2007; Dunbar, 

2009). Testing the SBH, many types of social aspects have been used as proxies of social complexity, 

such as parental care type, mating system and the occurrence of cooperative breeding (van der Bijl & 

Kolm, 2016). However, evidence for SBH is mixed and is generally tested in a correlational manner 

between species (reviewed by van der Bijl & Kolm, 2016). The only direct experimental evidence of a 

cognitive advantage in a social trait, to our knowledge, is the recent demonstration by van der Bijl et 

al., (2018) showing that large-brained male guppies had better social competence in a competitive 

scenario than small-brained male guppies. By further examining this correlation within species, it may 

be possible to test if social cognition demands can influence variation in vertebrate brain size. 

 

Here, I investigate social learning in the guppy, by developing a social learning assay for a food search 

and colour discrimination task. The first of two experiments in this study intends to test whether 

different information (correct, incorrect and no information) through stimulus enhancement from a 

conspecific may facilitate wild-type guppies’ learning. Using the guppy as model species for the study 

of vertebrate brain size and cognitive evolution is relevant due to the strikingly similar brain 

organizational structure between fish and other vertebrates and, importantly, specific structures 

associated with learning and social behaviour are highly conserved among vertebrates (Bschary et al., 

2014). Secondly, in the main experiment, the aim is to unravel the role of brain size and cognitive 

ability in social learning. This will be accomplished by comparing performance and use of social 

information (correct or incorrect) between artificially selected lines of large- and small-brained 

guppies with 13% difference in relative brain size (Kotrschal et al., 2015b) and demonstrated 

differences in cognitive ability in numerous cognitive tests (Kotrschal et al., 2013, 2015b; Corral-

Lopez et al., 2017; Buechel et al., 2018a; van der Bijl et al., 2018).  

 

For the experiment on wild-type guppies, I predict that learning will be affected by which social 

information is received, more specifically that guppies receiving correct information from a 

conspecific will reach a higher end performance level of correct choices, learn the discrimination 

faster and make more correct first choices during the course of learning. I also predict that the main 

effect of the social treatment on performance will be in the early phases of learning.  

 

For the experiment on large- and small-brained guppies, there are several possible outcomes and 

therefore predictions. Here I present the one of lowest complexity (Ockham’s razor) that I find most 

likely (fig 1). Firstly, regarding the social treatment, I predict similarly to the first experiment that end 

performance level, learning rate and proportion of correct choices overall will be highest in the 

treatment where correct social information is received. In terms of the brain size effect, I predict that 

large-brained guppies are better “copyers” than small-brained guppies, therefore the effect of the 

social treatment will be greater for large-brained than small-brained individuals. Accordingly, I predict 

that large-brained guppies reach a higher end performance, learn faster and make more correct first 

choices than small-brained guppies. In terms of differences in performance between the brain size 

selection lines within a given social treatment, I predict that large-brained guppies receiving correct 

social information will have highest end performance level, learn fastest and make most correct 

choices overall while large-brained guppies receiving incorrect social information will, due to the 

superior “copying” ability, have lowest end performance level, learn slowest and make least correct 

first choices during learning. For small-brained guppies, I predict that, due to the predicted lower 

copying ability, there will be no significant difference in any of the performance factors between the 

two social treatments (fig 1).  
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Figure 1. Prediction graph for the four treatment groups in the experiment on the brain size selection lines.  

2. Methods 

2.1 Social learning assay 

For this study, we developed an assay to investigate social learning in a food choice colour 

discrimination learning task. We used an experimental apparatus as described by Buechel et al. 

(2018a) with modifications to incorporate a social aspect. The experimental subject individual is 

referred to as “observer”, performing the discrimination learning task using personal (trial-and-error) 

information and simultaneously has the possibility of using additional social information from a 

“demonstrator” that provides either correct or incorrect information in relation to the specific learning 

task (see details below).  

 

During the learning experiments, observers and demonstrators were housed singly in the home 

compartments (15 x 15 x 15 cm) within the experimental tank (45 x 15 x 15 cm; fig 2). Apart from 

two home compartments, the experimental tanks also consisted of an experimental compartment and 

two sets of doors (each consisting of a non-transparent and a transparent guillotine door) to separate 

compartments (fig 2). The non-transparent door, which was opened first at the start of every trial, was 

used to visually isolate the experimental compartment to avoid disturbing the animals e.g. while food 

was inserted. The transparent door, which was opened second in every trial, was used to allow fish to 

assess the experimental situation before entering the experimental compartment. Placed in the 

experimental compartment was a white plastic plate (20 cm x 15 cm x 10 mm) with 20 circular 

indentions (10 x 5 mm). 

 

The experimental tank contained 13 cm water level, 1 cm gravel, one plant, one snail and constant 

aeration. Outside the learning experiments, fish were fed once a day 6 days per week with live brine 

shrimp or standard flake food. Fish were kept in water temperature of 24-26°C with 12:12h light:dark 

schedule. To reduce stress due to social isolation, visual contact was maintained across home 

compartments between tanks.   
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Figure 2. Illustration of the experimental setup consisting of a home compartment for demonstrator fish (A), home 

compartment for observer fish (B), experimental compartment (C), non-transparent guillotine door (D) and transparent 

guillotine door (E). Placed in the experimental compartment was a plastic plate with indentions (H), a rewarded disc (here 

exemplified with the red disc (F)) and unrewarded disc (here illustrated by the yellow disc (G)), the latter with a glued-on 

plastic knob for immovability. Underneath each of the two discs was one piece of frozen Artemia.   

 

The stimuli used were plastic discs (16 x 2 mm from Tiddlywinks) that guppies were able to move 

with ease. One disc, chosen as the rewarded stimulus (S+), was placed over a pit containing a piece of 

frozen Artemia as food reward and could be dislodged such that the fish could retrieve the reward. The 

unrewarded disc (S-) had a plastic knob glued onto the underside so that when placed in a pit the disc 

was immovable. To control for olfactory cues, a piece of frozen Artemia was placed also under the 

unrewarded disc. The chosen stimuli colours were red and yellow. This decision was based on 

knowledge about female guppies’ response to these particular colours (Buechel et al., 2018a; Buechel 

et al., 2018b, in prep) as well as their role in food and mate choice in wild populations (Kirk-Brown, 

1985; Houde, 1997). Previous studies showed that there is no difference in the degree of preference for 

the colours red and yellow between large- and small-brained female guppies. However, both large- 

and small-brained females prefer red over yellow and learn better with red as rewarded colour 

(Buechel et al., 2018a; 2018b; in prep). Wild guppies frequently forage by moving leaves and other 

objects to reach food underneath (Niclas Kolm, personal communication) which makes the 

experimental design ecologically relevant.  

 

We hypothesized that it may require a relatively difficult task to see a difference in social learning 

ability between the brain size selection lines because previous data supports this (Buechel et al., 

2018a). To increase difficulty in the discrimination task, it was decided that all observers would have 

the yellow disc as rewarded (S+) and red as unrewarded (S-). 

2.2 Social treatments  

The social learning assay was developed to test whether guppies use social information for food 

choice and whether they can be influenced by conspecifics during the course of learning in a colour 

discrimination task. For this, three treatments were designed to constitute the first experiment: 

observers receiving correct information (D+), incorrect information (D-), and neutral information (Dn) 

(table 1).  

 

As described in the previous section, the observer’s chosen colour for the rewarded stimuli was 

yellow, and red for the unrewarded. This meant that for the D+ treatment, observers observed a 

conspecific (the demonstrator) dislodging the yellow disc while ignoring the red disc to retrieve the 

food reward (table 1). Furthermore, this also meant that in the D- treatment, the observer observed a 

conspecific dislodging the red disc while ignoring the yellow disc. The neutral treatment was included 

to enable comparison in performance when receiving social stimulation combined with only personal 
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trial-and-error learning. When designing this, we hypothesized that not only rewarded stimuli from the 

social treatments could potentially influence observer performance, but also the presence of another 

individual (social facilitation) and the fact that observers were also, with each demonstration, receiving 

reinforcing information that discs could be dislodged and by dislodging, a food reward could be 

retrieved. The control treatment was therefore designed as a demonstrator dislodging a disc but with a 

colour unrelated to the observers discs (table 1).  

 

Table 1. Schematic table over the treatments for the experiment on wild-type guppies (n=49).  

Treatment Abbreviation Demonstrator discs Observer discs Sample size 

Correct social 

information  

D+ 

    

16 

Incorrect social 

information 

D- 

    

15 

Neutral social 

information 

Dn 

    

18 

 

In the experiment on large- and small-brained females, the control treatment was removed to increase 

sample size in the other treatments. Therefore the experimental treatments in the second experiment 

included the brain size of the observer (large or small) and the type of social information provided by 

the demonstrator (correct or incorrect information). This produced four treatments (table 2).   

 

Table 2. Schematic table over the treatments for the experiment on the brain size selection lines 

(n=67). 

Relative 

brain size of 

observer 

Social treatment 

from 

demonstrator 

Abbreviation Demonstrator 

discs 

Observer 

discs 

Sample 

size 

Large Correct 

information 

D+LB 

    

17 

Small Correct 

information 

D+SB 

    

15 

Large Incorrect 

information 

D-LB 

    

18 

Small Incorrect 

information 

D-SB 

    

17 

 

2.3 Experimental subjects  

The experiments were performed at Stockholm University November 2017 - May 2018.  

 

The initial test of the social learning assay was performed between Nov 17th 2017 and Feb 2nd 2018. 

The experimental subjects were two year old unselected wild-type adult female guppies, to investigate 

if the non-selected wild type population guppies use information from others for decision making in a 

colour discrimination task (n=49). Fish were chosen randomly from 8 holding tanks. The experimenter 

was not blind to the treatment due to inability to achieve blindness in this experiment. Treatment was 

assigned equally and randomly although we experienced some reduction in sample size due to some 

experimental subjects jumping out (see table 1).  

 

The social learning assay of large- and small-brained females was performed Feb 26th 2018 – May 1st 

2018. To investigate the role of cognition in social learning, the experimental subjects in the second 

experiment were females of 3 years of age, with either relatively large or small brains (n=67) of three 

S- S+ S- S+

  

S- S+ S- S+ 

N S- S+

+ 

S- S+ S- S+

  

S- S+ S- S+

  

S- S+ S- S+ 

S- S+ S- S+ 
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independent replicates per selection line, offspring of fish with 13% difference in relative brain size 

(Kotrschal et al., 2015b). See Kotrschal et al. (2013; 2015b) for further detail on the artificial selection 

for divergence relative brain size. Fish were chosen randomly from 12 holding tanks. The 

experimenter was blind to brain size treatment and experimental tanks were coded only by running 

numbers (fish ID). Treatment was assigned equally and randomly. The aim was to have 18 fish in each 

treatment although due to some observers jumping out of the experimental tanks, the final sample size 

was slightly reduced (see table 2). 

2.4 Pre-experiment training 

The pre-experiment training served the purpose of training observers to push a disc to retrieve a food 

reward underneath. This was achieved by initially only partially covering the hole containing food on 

the indented plate, and for subsequent pre-training trials the uncovered area was decreased. After 

approximately 24 trials all observers could dislodge the pre-training disc, whereupon next part of the 

experiment could be initiated.   

 

Demonstrators were trained on red as rewarded disc and yellow as unrewarded disc, or vice versa, in a 

previous experiment (Buechel et al., 2018b; in prep). Before the start of the experiments, the success 

of each demonstrator was checked with 10 trials, of which the demonstrator was required to have 9 

correct first choices to be used in the experiment.  

2.5 Experimental procedure  

Trials were performed one observation and focal fish at a time. A trial was initiated with a 

demonstration according to social treatment: both non-transparent doors were opened and, given the 

observer was indeed observing, the transparent door of the demonstrator was then opened. A 

demonstration was considered completed when the demonstrator had dislodged the correct disc and 

eaten the food reward, and immediately after this the preparation for the observer trial was initiated. A 

demonstration was only considered successful if the observer was positioned immediately behind the 

transparent door facing the experimental compartment during all or crucial parts of the demonstration 

(demonstrator dislodging the disc and consuming food reward). If this was not the case, the 

demonstration was repeated until successful according to the previously mentioned requirements.   

 

In preparation for the observer trial, the demonstrator was guided back to its home compartment and 

all doors closed. The demonstrator’s discs were replaced for the observer’s by the experimenter, 

whereupon the non-transparent door of the observer was opened. After 5 seconds of overlooking the 

experimental arena, the transparent door was opened and the disc the observer first attempted to 

dislodge was scored as the response variable (either correct or incorrect choice). Observer trials lasted 

for a minimum time of 60 seconds and was only finalised if the food reward was consumed. If the 

observer did not attempt to dislodge either disc within 120 seconds, the trial was cancelled and 

repeated once including all steps. If the observer still did not choose a disc to dislodge in the second-

chance trial, it was noted as a non-choice trial and the S+ disc was moved slightly by the experimenter 

to allow the fish to dislodge the disc completely and then consume the food reward. One successful 

demonstration thus always preceded an observer trial. A stopwatch was used for every trial to ensure 

correct and equal timing between treatments. The position of the two discs was chosen randomly for 

each demonstrator as well as observer trial.  

 

The experiment on non-selected wild type females was conducted in one session per day, each consisting 

of four demonstrations and four observer trials. The endpoint of the experiment was chosen as when the 

three groups reached end performance level, i.e. the criterion of above 80% correct choices over at least 

4 consecutive trials, allowing a maximum of 36 trials. To increase sample size, the experiment was 
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conducted in three blocks, approximately 18 fish in each block and balanced with all three treatments. 

The procedure described above was kept constant over all blocks of the experiment.  

 

The experiment on small- and large-brained females was initially performed in one session per day, 

consisting of four demonstrations and four observer trials, for the first three days (trial 1-12). From 

trial 13 to 30 the experiment was carried out in two sessions per day, each consisting of three 

demonstrations and three observer trials. The endpoint of the experiment was chosen at 30 trials to 

ensure the subjects reached the criterion of above 80 % correct choices for at least 3 consecutive trials. 

The experiment was conducted in four blocks, with approximately 18 fish in each block, and balanced 

across all four treatments. The procedure was kept constant over all blocks of the experiment. 

2.6 Statistical analyses  

Demonstrator accuracy  

Observer learning may be affected by demonstrator accuracy, possibly confounding the results. 

Therefore, we test if demonstrator accuracy (correct choices) differed in between treatments, 

generalized linear models were performed with Poisson distribution for count data (number of errors 

made over all trials) (syntax for R full modelexp1: errors ~ treatment; syntax for R full modelexp2: errors 

~ brain size* treatment); syntax for final modelexp2: errors ~ brain size + treatment).   

 

Experiment on wild-type guppies 

To investigate potential differences in learning, I compared the intercept and learning curves for 

observers receiving different social information by using generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) 

with logit link function and binomial distribution for binary response variable. The response variable 

was determined as the disc the observers first attempted to dislodge (correct (1) or incorrect (0) first 

choice). The full model for this experiment included social treatment and trial as fixed factors as well 

as block and individual learning curves as random factors (lme4 syntax for R full modelexp1: first 

choice ~ social treatment* trial +  (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)).   

 

End performance. The reason why we start with end performance, and do not present analyses or 

results according to chronology, is that the end performance phase needed to be established before 

further analysis. End performance was determined for each group as the first occasion when the group 

made 80 % or more correct choices for at least four trials sampled within the same day and there was 

no increase in correct choices made (i.e. p > 0.05 for trial effect). For this analysis, we fitted GLMMs 

for each treatment separately (lme4 syntax for R, full and final model: first choice ~ trial treatment D+, Dn 

and D- + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)).  

 

Learning rate. Differences in learning rate (slope of the learning curve) and other effects of interest 

were investigated using a window of trials termed “active learning phase” which excluded end 

performance phase and fitted a GLMM to this (lme4 syntax for R full and final model learning rate: 

first choice ~ treatment * trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)). 

 

Overall correct choices. To investigate differences in overall proportion of correct choices made 

during the course of learning, we fitted a GLMM to this (lme4 syntax for R full and final model 

learning rate: first choice ~ treatment + trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)). 

 

Early phases of learning. One hypothesis we had was that the largest effect of social information on 

observer learning would be in the early phases of learning, before the observers had gathered 

substantial personal information. Therefore, we made subsets of the datasets for the two experiments, 

where first choices from trial 1 to the trial where the groups made more than 50 % correct choices, and 

ran additional GLMMs on these subsets (lme4 syntax for full and final R model exp1 early phase: first 

choice ~ treatment + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)).  
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Experiment on large- and small-brained guppies 

The statistical analysis for this experiment was similar to the analysis for the first 

experiment with minor modifications. To investigate potential differences in learning, I 

compared the intercept and learning curves for observers of different relative brain size 

receiving different social information, which was accomplished by using generalized 

linear mixed models (GLMM) with logit link function and binomial distribution for 

binary response variable. The response variable was determined as the disc the observers 

first attempted to dislodge (correct (1) or incorrect (0) first choice). The full model for 

included brain size, social treatment and trial and their interactions as fixed factors, and 

random factors of selection line replicate nested within brain size, as well as individual 

learning curves (lme4 syntax for R full modelexp2: first choice ~ brain size * social 

treatment * trial +  (trial ǀ individual) + (trial ǀ brain size: replicate) + (1 ǀ block); lme4 

syntax for R final modelexp2: first choice ~ brain size + social treatment + (trial ǀ 

individual) + (trial ǀ brain size: replicate) + (1 ǀ block)). Since the GLMM models include 

four levels in the brain size-treatment factor in experiment 2, post-hoc tests were required 

to compare the effects of these levels. Therefore, we ran additional GLMMs for pairwise 

comparisons using subsetted data.  

 

End performance. When end performance was reached was determined for each of the four groups as 

the first occasion when the group made 80 % or more correct choices for at least three consecutive 

trials sampled within the same day and there was no increase in correct choices made (i.e. p > 0.05 for 

trial effect). For this, we fitted GLMMs for each treatment separately (lme4 syntax for R, full and final 

model: first choice ~ trial treatment D+LB, D-LB, D+SB, D-SB + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block) + (trial ǀ 

replicate)).  

 

Learning rate. Differences in learning rate (slope of the learning curve) and overall correct choices 

were investigated focusing on a window of trials termed “active learning phase” which excluded the 

end performance phase and fitted a GLMM to this (lme4 syntax for R full and final model learning rate: 

first choice ~ brain size * treatment * trial + their two-way interactions + brain size + treatment + trial 

+ (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block) + (trial ǀ brain size:replicate)). 

 

Overall correct choices. To investigate differences in overall correct choices made during the course 

of learning, we fitted a GLMM to this (lme4 syntax for R full model overall correct choices: first choice ~ 

brain size * treatment + brain size + treatment + trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block) + (trial ǀ brain 

size:replicate)). 

 

Early phases of learning. We made subsets of the datasets for the two experiments, where first choices 

from trial 1 to the trial where the groups made more than 50 % correct choices, and ran additional 

GLMMs on these subsets (lme4 syntax for full R model exp2 early phase: first choice ~ brain size * 

treatment * trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (trial ǀ brain size:replicate) + (1 ǀ block);  lme4 syntax for final 

R modelexp2 early phase: first choice ~ brain size + treatment + (trial ǀ individual) + (trial ǀ brain 

size:replicate) + ( 1 ǀ block)).   

 

Since the output of a GLMM computes a comparison between the different levels within fixed factors 

(and in this case the fixed factors have more than 2 levels), an Anova (type III) from the R “car” 

package was performed on the GLMM models when overall effect of treatment and brain size on first 

choice was needed.  Stepwise backwards model selection was used for all analyses where initially all 

factors and interactions were included (full model) but removed one at a time if non-significant until 

lowest Akaike information Criterion (ΔAIC > 2) score was met.  

 

All analyses were performed with R statistical analyses software v. 3.5.0 and RStudio v. 1.1.447 with 

lme4 packages for GLMM modelling.  

Group abbreviations 
 

D+LB: large-brained 

observers in correct  

information treatment 

 

D-LB: large-brained 

observers in the 

incorrect information 

treatment 

 

D+SB: small-brained 

observers in the 

correct information 

treatment 

 

D-SB: small-brained 

observers in the 

incorrect information 

treatment 
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3. Results 

3.1 Demonstrator accuracy 

In the experiment on wild-type guppies, demonstrators of the Dn treatment had no choice to make and 

could thus not make an error. Therefore only the D+ and D- treatments were used in the analysis for 

demonstrator errors in experiment 1. Number of errors made by demonstrators did not differ between 

the social treatments of the D+ and D- (GLM; errors ~ treatment, z = 0.85, p = 0.39). The D+ and D- 

demonstrators committing the most mistakes made maximum 3 wrong first choices (one demonstrator 

per treatment), resulting in a mean success rate of 96 ± 3 % (mean ± SD).  

 

In the experiment on the brain selection lines, number of errors made by demonstrators did not differ 

between social treatment (GLM; errors ~ treatment, z = 1.63, p = 0.1) or brain size of observer (GLM; 

errors ~ brain size, z = -0.89, p = 0.38). The D+ demonstrators committing the most mistakes made 

maximum 3 wrong first choices (one demonstrator per observer brain size line) and the D- 

demonstrators committing the most mistakes made maximum 4 wrong first choices (one demonstrator 

per observer brain size line), resulting in a mean success rate overall of 96 ± 4% (mean ± SD).  

3.2 Experiment on wild-type observers 

End performance. Observers of the D+ treatment reached end performance level (first time above 80 

% correct choices over at least 4 consecutive trials sampled within the same day with no further increa

se in performance) of 94 ± 2 % (mean ± SE) at 20 trials (GLMM; trial 20-36 D+: z = 1.49, p = 0.14), obse

rvers of Dn treatment 88 ± 3 % at 29 trials (GLMM; trial29-36 D-: z = 0.39, p = 0.7) while observers of th

e D- treatment only reached 78 ± 4% correct choices and did not reach end performance according to t

he established criteria. This means that observers of the D+ and Dn treatments learned to associate the 

colour stimulus with the food reward, while observers of the D- treatment did not. Note that non-signif

icant p-values indicate no increase in performance. The end performance level differed between treatm

ents (ANOVA on GLMM; treatment trials 29-36: χ2 = 7.48, df = 2, p = 0.02) where observers of the D+ tr

eatment reached higher level than observers of the D- treatment (GLMM; treatment D+ vs D-: z = 2.7, p = 

0.007). 

 

Learning. For this experiment, it was not obvious where the active learning phase was to be set since 

end performances differed significantly between treatments (see above). Since fish in the D- treatment 

never reached end performance, we ignored this group in the determination of the active learning 

phase. Therefore we set the window to end in the middle of trial 20 and 29, i.e. between trials 1-24 (fig 

3). To check the robustness of the treatment effects between different possible windows for the active 

learning phase, the same analysis was performed also on other windows, but the results did not differ 

between windows (see supplementary material, Figure S1). 
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Figure 3. Predicted learning curves from the logistic regression model (see Methods) and dots as raw data from colour 

discrimination learning with wild-type observers with correct (n=16; red diamonds), incorrect (n=15; orange circles) and 

neutral (n=18; grey squares) social information. Dashed black line indicates 80 % level and solid black line indicates 50 %, 

chance, level.  

 

Social treatment affected the overall correct choices made by observers (Anova on GLMM; treatment: 

χ2 = 7.00, df= 2, p = 0.03), where the only statically significant effect was where observers in the D+ 

treatment made more correct choices than observers in the D- treatment (GLMM; treatment D+ vs D-: z = 

-2.58, p = 0.01; D+ vs Dn: z = -1.87, p = 0.06; fig 3), however no difference in proportion of correct 

choices between the D- and Dn was observed for this phase (GLMM; treatment D- vs Dn: z = 0.79, p = 

0.43). Social treatment did not affect learning rate (Anova on GLMM; treatment*trial1-24: χ2 = 0.46, df 

= 2, p = 0.80).  

 

Early phases of learning. We hypothesized that the social treatment would have the largest effect on 

learning in the early phases, and since it is not until observers reach a level of above 50% correct 

choices (i.e. chance) that we can say they are starting to learn, therefore we focused this part of the 

analysis to trial 1-13 (note one outlier at trial 19; fig 3). When focusing the analysis on these trials, 

social treatment did not affect the rate of learning (Anova on GLMM; treatment * trial1-13: χ = 3.99, 

df=2, p = 0.14). However, it did affect overall correct first choices where receiving correct information 

reduced overall correct choices in comparison to receiving no and incorrect information, respectively, 

while the observers in the D – and Dn did not differ in correct choices overall (GLMM; treatment D+ vs. 

D- : z = -0.70, p = 0.01; treatment D+ vs. Dn: z = -0.55, p = 0.05; treatment D- vs. Dn: z = 0.54, p = 0.59; fig 

4). 

 
Figure 4. Early phase of social learning by wild-type guppies. Illustrated is the proportion of correct choices made by 

observers receiving correct (red diamonds), incorrect (orange circles) and neutral social information (grey squares). Solid 

lines are predicted learning curves from the logistic mixed effect regression model. Dashed black (at y=0.8) line indicates 80 

% level and dashed black line (at y=0.5) indicates 50 %, chance, level. 
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3.3 Experiment on brain size selection lines 

End performance. Small-brained observers receiving correct social information (D+SB) reached an 

end performance level (first time above 80% correct choices over at least 3 consecutive trials within 

the same day with no further increase in performance until end of experiment) of 90 ± 3 % (mean ± 

SE) at 16 trials (GLMM; trial 16-30, D+SB: z = 0.99, p = 0.32). Large-brained observers receiving correct 

information (D+LB) of reached an end performance level of 89 ± 3%, while large-brained observes 

receiving incorrect information (D-LB) reached 87 ± 3% correct choices and small-brained observers 

receiving incorrect information (D-SB) reached 88 ± 3% correct choices, the latter three groups at 22 

trials (GLMM; trial 22-30, D+LB: z = 0.73, p = 0.47; trial 22-30, D-LB: z= -0.99, p = 0.32; trial 22-30, D-SB: z= -

0.55, p = 0.58; fig 5). Note that non-significant p-values indicate no increase in performance. The end 

performance level did not differ between the observer brain size lines or social treatments (GLMM; 

brain size: z = -0.4, p = 0.69; treatment: z = 0.86, p = 0.39). 

 

 
Figure 5. Colour discrimination learning with large- and small-brained observers receiving correct (D+) or incorrect (D-) 

social information. Proportion of correct choices per group per trial (D+SB in red circles, D-SB in orange diamonds, D+LB 

in black circles, D-LB in grey diamonds). Dashed red line represents 50% chance level, dashed black line represents 80% 

criterion level.  

 

Learning. The active learning phase of experiment 2 was determined at trial 1-19 (ending between 

trials 16 and 22, see end performances above). Social treatment or brain size did not affect learning 

rate (slope of the learning curve) (GLMM; treatment*trial1-19: z = -0.50, p = 0.62; brain size*trial1-19: 

z= 1.0, p = 0.32). The two brain size lines did not perform differently in the two social treatments 

(GLMM; brain size * treatment: z = 0.65, p = 0.52). Social treatment, but not brain size, affected the 

overall proportion of correct choices during the active learning phase (GLMM; treatment: z = 2.3, p = 

0.02; brain size: z = -1.64, p = 0.10; fig6). To check the robustness of the factor effects between 

different possible windows for the active learning phase, the same analysis was performed on other 

windows, but the results did not differ between windows (see supplementary material, Figure S2). 
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Figure 6. Shown is the proportion of correct first choices by observers using correct (n=32, black circles) or incorrect (n=35, 

grey circles) social information regardless of observer brain size. Learning curves are predictions from logistic mixed effect 

modelling for correct (black dashed line) or incorrect (grey solid line) social information treatment. Straight dashed lines 

represent 80 % level of correct first choices (red line) and 50 % chance level (black line).   

 

Comparison within brain size. The overall effect (i.e. regardless of observer brain size) we found from 

the type of social information received on overall correct choices during the active learning phase does 

not necessarily hold true for both large and small-brained fish, it simply implies that for both brain size 

lines it goes in the same direction but could possibly be driven by fish of one brain size line. 

Therefore, a post-hoc test was needed for treatment effect analysis within brain size lines. For large-

brained fish, receiving correct social information did not increase rate of learning, however, it did 

increase proportion of correct first choices (GLMM; treatment*trial large-brained: z = -0.29, p = 0.77; 

treatment large-brained: z = 2.21, p = 0.03; fig 7a). For small-brained fish, however, receiving social 

information did not influence learning rate or overall correct choices to a significant extent (GLMM; 

treatment * trial small-brained: z = -0.29, p = 0.77; treatment small-brained: z = 1.14, p = 0.26; fig 7b).  

 

 
Figure 7. a) Boxplot showing proportion correct first choices by large-brained observers according to social treatment, b) 

boxplot showing proportion correct first choices by small-brained observers according to social treatment.  

 

Early phases of learning. To investigate the hypothesis whether the main effect of the social treatment 

was in the early phases of learning, we identified the first trial where all groups were above and stayed 

above 50% correct choices – which is when we can say that they start to learn (above chance level). 

This created a window of trials 1-10. A significant three-way interaction revealed differences in 

learning rate between the two brain size lines within one or both of the social treatments (Anova on 

GLMM; brain size * treatment * trial 1-10: χ2 = 4.09, df = 2, p = 0.04). Additional models revealed that 

this difference was rooted in the D+ treatment, where large-brained observers learned faster than 

small-brained and had a tendency to make more correct choices (GLMM; brain size * trial1-10: z = 

3.11, p = 0.002; brain size: z = 1.66, p = 0.09; fig 8a). Within the D- treatment, there was no difference 

between the two brain size lines in learning rate, however, large-brained observers had a tendency to 

a) b) 
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make less correct choices than small-brained (GLMM; brain size * trial 1-10: z = -0.08, p = 0.94; brain 

size: z =  5.64, p = 0.08; fig 8b).  

          
Figure 8. a) Early learning phase using correct (D+) social information. Shown is proportion of correct first choices by large-

brained observers (n= 17, black diamonds) and small-brained observers (n=15, grey circles), b) early learning phase using 

incorrect (D-) social information. Shown is proportion of correct first choices by large-brained observers (n= 18, black 

diamonds) and small-brained observers (n=17, grey circles). Solid lines are predictions from logistic mixed effect modelling 

for large- (black solid line) or small-brained observer (grey solid line). Dashed red line indicates 80 % level of correct first 

choices and dashed black line indicates 50 % chance level. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Experiment on wild-type observers 

I designed an assay to test social learning ability in guppies, where I tested the performance of wild-

type female guppies in a colour discrimination and associative learning task. First of all, the results 

show that female guppies can attain information through stimulus enhancement from conspecifics in 

this assay. Since there were no differences in demonstrator accuracy between treatments that could 

explain the results, we also show that learning was greatly aided by observing a conspecific with 

correct information.  

 

Since we did not find an effect on learning rate from social treatment, but instead on overall number of 

correct first choices made, it seems that female guppies are just more or less likely to make mistakes 

depending on if the available social information is reinforcing or conflicting with personal 

information. However, guppies are able to ignore social information if reared in an environment where 

the reliability of socially acquired information is low (Leris & Reader, 2016), suggesting the 

potentially inherited tendency to act on social information can be reversed through experience. 

Therefore we might expect the observers in the D- treatment to eventually start ignoring the low value 

of the information given enough trials, however, to know this, more trials are needed. Furthermore, 

because of the effect at end performance level, we can also say that learning from others not always 

have adaptive or beneficial consequences. Indeed, Laland & Williams (1998) showed that social 

learning can be maladaptive in a study where naïve guppies learned, through contact with trained 

demonstrator, to prefer the longer of two available routes to a food patch. This shows a potentially 

energetically costly consequence of overreliance on social information. Even so, they also argued that 

neither the behaviour of learning from others nor the capacity to do so are maladaptive. Depending on 

the environment, taking a longer route to a food source in a shoal can be more beneficial than alone 

taking a shorter route due to predation risk. In relatively stable environments, information acquired by 

individuals through experience is assumed to be accurate, which would then lead to accurate and 

adaptive information acquired socially by other individuals (Laland & Williams, 1998).  

 

a) b) 
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The neutral (Dn) treatment was designed to control for the presence of another individual while 

learning the colour association task with only own information. However, in all effects measured and 

in all investigated phases (end performance, active learning and early learning) the performance of 

observers in the neutral treatment did not differ from that of observers receiving incorrect information. 

Instead performance in the neutral treatment was significantly reduced when comparing to observers 

receiving correct information in the active and early learning phases. There are two plausible 

explanations for this. First, perhaps guppies are accustomed to observing information of low 

reliability, and the effect of social information may mainly be by increasing performance when 

observing conspecifics with information which reinforces personal information (D+). In that case it 

was actually just own learning in both the D- and Dn treatments. Second, the outcome of the neutral 

demonstration (Dn) may not have corresponded to the desired function. The second explanation seems 

more reasonable due to the observed results already in the early phases of learning (fig 4). This would 

mean that female guppies were equally likely to make mistakes or explore alternatives by observing a 

conspecific retrieve food underneath a disc of a colour completely unrelated to its own (Dn) as when 

observing a conspecific with the opposite, conflicting, information about rewarded colour (D-). More 

specifically, according to the second theory, the neutral social information encouraged more 

exploration or inflicted more doubt in own information, causing the observer to make more errors, 

than in the correct information treatment. However, more research is needed before we can disentangle 

these two explanations.  

4.2 Experiment on brain size selection lines 

I found an effect of treatment on overall proportion of correct first choices made by observers 

regardless of brain size line. Closer investigation within brain size groups revealed that although the 

direction of this effect was positive in both large- and small-brained individuals, the effect was only 

statistically significant in the large-brained individuals. There is no difference in degree of preference 

towards the two colours between large- and small-brained fish (Buechel et al 2018a; 2018b, in prep), 

nor in demonstrator accuracy, so neither of these can explain the pattern. Moreover, the effect found in 

this study cannot be explained by differences in attention to conspecifics, since a demonstration was 

only determined as successful if the observer faced the demonstrator during the crucial parts of the 

demonstration, and this procedure was assured for every individual observer.  

 

Having ruled out other explanations, I turn to differences in cognitive ability between the selection 

lines as an explanation to the observed differences. Social interactions are believed to be cognitively 

demanding (Reader & Laland, 2002; Zuberbühler & Byrne, 2006; Dunbar, 2009; van Schaik et al., 

2012) due to the need to cooperate and compete in intelligible ways. Individual variation in these skills 

may cause differences in fitness and reproductive success, and theory subsequently suggests selection 

acting on social cognition (Zuberbühler & Byrne, 2006; Seyfarth & Cheney, 2015). As stated earlier, 

empirical evidence demonstrating a cognitive or brain size role in a social behaviour is scarce. Despite 

ample comparative support in the earlier literature (Schultz & Dunbar, 2006; Pérez-Barbería et al., 

2007; Schultz & Dunbar, 2010), the classic hypothesis has during the last few years received 

substantial critique (van der Bijl & Kolm, 2016; DeCasien et al., 2018). The most recent comparative 

studies reanalysed data on primate brain- and group size, but added diet and other ecological variables 

as explanatory factors, which removed previously reported support for the SBH in those species 

(DeCasien et al., 2017; Powell et al., 2017). However, van der Bijl et al., (2018) recently found that 

large-brained male guppies were better at assessing risk in a social aggressive context. My data now 

supports this recent finding in suggesting that there might actually be differences in social learning 

between individuals with different brain size. This means that there is now support for certain aspects 

of the social brain hypothesis, although the main support lies not at the macroevolutionary level, but 

rather at the microevolutionary level (van der Bijl & Kolm, 2015; DeCasien et al., 2017; Powell et al., 

2017; van der Bijl et al., 2018; the present study). 
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Furthermore, there were effects in the early learning phase not detected during the entire active 

learning phase nor end performance phase in both experiments (the difference in learning rate between 

the brain size selection lines within the D+ treatment as well as the effect on correct choices overall in 

the experiment on wild-type fish between D+ and Dn treatment). It therefore seems social information 

may have intitial impacts on an individual’s decision-making that may wear off over time and/or with 

experience. These findings are in part supported by Laland & Williams (1998) study on guppies, 

where the initial effect of maladaptive social cues wore off with repeated experience. However, that 

was tested when the social cues had been removed, and a potential decay in preference for the 

suboptimal choice when social cues were still present was not tested. More studies need to be 

conducted to fully understand the trade-off between social and own information as well as the role of 

social cues in the absence of personal experience (reviewed in Giraldeau et al., 2002).  

4.3 Fitness effects in enhanced social learning ability? 

The ability to learn socially is expected to affect fitness, for instance an individual using information 

from conspefics more effectively than others to aquire adaptive anti-predator reponses faster. Even so, 

long-term impacts on survival and reproductive success remain untested.  

Presently, it is difficult to know if the observed differences in this study may affect fitness. We did not 

find significant effects in maximum performance levels once no more learning occurred (end 

performance level, fig 5) and only a non-statistically significant tendency towards large-brained 

observers making more correct choices overall in the correct (D+) social information treatment. 

Depicted in figure 8a, it seems large-brained fish initially did not make the correct choice but quickly 

learned to. This is interesting, and below I speculate why we see this initially low success 

accompanied with fast increase in performance. Given the expectedly low success in the D- treatment 

already in the earliest trials (fig 8b), I do not find it likely that large-brained observers were not 

attaining social information at the start in the D+ treatment. Therefore, I speculate that there is another 

factor influencing decisions of large-brained fish together with social information.  

 

A possible way this experimental setup might be interpreted is in terms of resource competition, where 

observing a conspecific finding food underneath a yellow disc may lead to a decision to forage 

underneath the other disc, because the yellow disc was regarded as already being depleted of food. 

Even though demonstrator and observer in the experiment on the selection lines were of equal age and 

without obvious size differences, the demonstrators did on occasion make aggressive displays and 

attacks towards the observer during a failed demonstration. Female guppies have been shown to 

aggressively monopolize foraging patches (Magurran & Seghers, 1991). In a species of cichlids 

(Neolamprologus pulcher), subordinate individuals will often give up advantageous hiding spots in the 

presence of a dominant individual (Fischer et al., 2015). It is thus possible that in my experiment there 

were interactions between demonstrator and observer fish influencing observer behaviour. In guppy 

males, the dominant role is not more likely to be occupied by individuals of one size line (van der Bijl 

et al., 2018). It may be the same for females, which would mean that aggressive encounters between 

observer and demonstrator must have afflicted large- and small-brained observers to the same extent. 

However, the same study also found that large-brained males were more able assess an opponent to 

reduce risk of an aggressive encounter (van der Bijl et al., 2018), a trait termed social competence and 

defined as the ability to adjust behaviour in a social context depending on present social information 

(Taborsky & Oliveria, 2012). It could be that, in my study, the interaction with the demonstrator was 

perceived differently by observers of different brain size. More specifically, large-brained observers, 

being possibly more socially competent (van der Bijl et al., 2018), may have adjusted behaviour to 

reduce risky and costly encounters with a potentially dominant conspecific. Because large-brained 

observers used social information to a larger extent compared to small-brained observers, we expected 

the former to perform significantly better in the D+ treatment and significantly worse in the D- 

treatment. The incorporation of the social competence factor covers the difference in expected and 

observed results. It is important to note that this is speculative and further studies are needed before we 
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reach consensus. Even so, no matter if another factor influenced decisions of female guppies in this 

setup, the effect of learning rate between large-and small brained females in the D+ treatment 

demonstrate how the former used reinforcing social cues more effectively than the latter to raplidly 

increase in performance.  

4.4 Difference in results between the two experiments 

We found a difference in end performance of observers in the D- treatment between the two 

experiments, where wild-type guppies did not reach the learning criteria of 80 % correct first choices 

while both large- and small-brained guppies did reach this level. The wild-type and brain size selected 

fish differ slightly in age, but mainly in holding tank size and population density, where in the 

experiment on wild-type fish they were younger females from larger groups. Theoretical models and 

empirical evidence state that social skills may be more prevalent in younger fish as well as in large 

groups (Galef & Laland, 2005; Dunbar, 2009; Noble et al., 2014; Fischer et al., 2015). Young 

individuals were more influenced by social information than older in a species of lizard (Noble et al., 

2014). In a cichlid species, Fischer et al. (2015) showed a positive effect on number of social 

behaviours expressed from larger group size during early development. This reasoning may explain 

why the fish used in the first experiment are more influenced by social information for own decision-

making.  

4.5 Conclusions 

I show that social learning can effectively be studied in the guppy using the developed methodology. 

In line with prediction, learning of a colour discrimination and association task is greatly aided by 

using information from conspecifics if said information is directly related to the task at hand. As 

predicted, brain size may indeed affect the use of information from others. This study together with 

recent publications demonstrate that the link between brain size and social behaviour may be more 

visible at the intra-species rather than inter-species level. This finding provides intriguing incentive for 

further investigation on a potential causal role of brain size in social behaviour. For future 

investigations, I propose the social learning assay to be explored in other contexts in which 

competition is either actively controlled for or actively investigated, for instance between the brain 

selection lines. An appropriate addition to this field would be to test the newly developed social 

selection lines, present at Stockholm University, to assess if different levels of shoaling tendency (as a 

proxy for sociality) affects social learning ability accompanied with whether the selection has resulted 

in differences in brain morphology.  
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7. Supplementary material 

Figure S1. To check the robustness of the treatment effects in the experiment on wild-type observers 

between different possible windows for the active learning phase, the same analysis was performed 

also on other windows, but the results did not differ between windows (Anova on GLMM full model: 

first choice ~ treatment * trial + treatment + trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (1 ǀ block)). 

Window 

of trials 

Effect (from Anova on GLMM) χ2 df p-value 

T1-24 

(chosen) 

Learning rate (first choice ~ treatment 

* trial) 

0,458 2 0,795 

T1-20 Learning rate 0,746 2 0,689 

T1-29 Learning rate 1,251 2 0,535 

T1-24 

(chosen) 

Overall correct choices (first choice ~ 

treatment) 

7,005 2 0,030 

T1-20 Overall correct choices 7,139 2 0,028 

T1-29 Overall correct choices 6,213 2 0,045 

 

 

Figure S2. To check the robustness of the treatment effects in the experiment on the brain selection 

lines between different possible windows for the active learning phase, the same analysis was 

performed also on other windows, but the results did not differ between windows (Anova on GLMM 

full model: first choice ~ brain size * treatment * trial + their two-way interactions + brain size + 

treatment + trial + (trial ǀ individual) + (trial ǀ brain size: replicate)) + (1 ǀ block)). 

Window 

of trials 

Effect (from Anova on GLMM) χ2 df p-value 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Brain size * treatment learning rate (first choice 

~ brain size * treatment * trial) 

0,088 1 0,767 

T1-16 Brain size * treatment learning rate 0,440 1 0,507 

T1-22 Brain size * treatment learning rate 0,352 1 0,553 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Brain size learning rate (first choice ~ brain 

size*trial) 

0,996 1 0,318 

T1-16 Brain size learning rate 1,289 1 0,256 

T1-22 Brain size learning rate  2,370 1 0,124 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Treatment learning rate (first choice ~ 

treatment*trial) 

0,252 1 0,616 

T1-16 Treatment learning rate  1,179 1 0,278 

T1-22 Treatment learning rate  0,484 1 0,487 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Brain size * treatment overall correct 

choices(first choice ~ brain size * treatment) 

0,412 1 0,516 

T1-16 Brain size * treatment overall correct choices 0,663 1 0,416 

T1-22 Brain size * treatment overall correct choices 0,241 1 0,624 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Brain size overall correct choices (first choice ~ 

brain size) 

2,694 1 0,101 

T1-16 Brain size overall correct choices 2,604 1 0,107 

T1-22 Brain size overall correct choices 2,577 1 0,108 

T1-19 

(chosen) 

Treatment overall correct choices (first choice ~ 

treatment) 

5,268 1 0,022 

T1-16 Treatment overall correct choices 4,852 1 0,028 

T1-22 Treatment overall correct choices 4,723 1 0,030 
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